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Introduction



Exemple: Médecine connectée: I



Technologies: entrepôts de données, la fouille de données ou le partage des outils d’analyse d’images. I I I



I



I I I I



caractère hétérogène et distribué de données, génère un manque d’interopérabilité Conséquences: frein à l’adoption de ces solutions cliniques.



Objectif: développer des briques technologiques permettant le partage de données distribuées afin d’améliorer l’analyse et la pose de diagnostic. Solution d’interopérabilité pour maitriser: Explosion du volume de données. Echanges croissants entre les établissements de santé. Facilité de diagnostic et de traitement Améliorer le partage sécurisé des données cliniques.



Protocoles communications



Réseaux de capteurs sans fil → environnements intelligents. I



appartement intelligent, assistance aux personnes,



Systèmes de transmission: interopérabilité de plusieurs standards: I I



I I
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Ethernet, WiFi, Bluetooth, EIB/KNX (European Installation Bus/Konnex): domaine de l’énergie et des techniques du bâtiment ne nécessitant pas d’automate centralisé et capable d’émettre ou de recevoir des messages. Standards des WSN1 : IEEE 802.15.4, Zigbee, 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power WPAN). Passerelle munie d’une couche middleware.



Wireless Sensor Network



Protocoles communications Objectif: rendre possible l’accès via le Web. Pile CoAP/UDP/6LoWPAN : I



I



CoAP 2 . Pour noeuds dotés de très peu de ressources connectées par des liens radio lents et peu fiables. CoAP est un « HTTP-like »; protocole requête/réponse, verbes GET, POST, DELETE et des URI. Facilite le développement de passerelles entre le monde des objets CoAP et le Web actuel. UDP: CoAP tourne sur UDP, TCP étant trop consommateur de ressources, et, si on veut de la sécurité, on ajoute DTLS3 .



Figure : CoAP: RFC 7252 2 3



Constrained Application Protocol Datagram Transport Layer Security



Protocoles communications Pile REST/HTTP : I



I



HTTP: méthode de transfert la plus utilisée. La programmation en réseau a déjà vu passer plusieurs modes fortement poussées par le marketing: Corba; permettait à des programmes écrits dans des langages de programmation différents de communiquer. Aujourd’hui, les techniques les plus à la mode sont souvent présentées sous le parapluie de Web Services: XML-RPC, SOAP4 . REST 5 . Une architecture originale du Web, bâtie sur les URI (connaitre l’URI doit suffire pour accéder à la ressource), HTTP, XML (encodage).



Figure : REST-based services are completely interoperable: A simple XML-over-HTTP approach.
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Simple Object Access Protocol Representational State Transfer



Protocoles communications Example: REST Web-service. The service will provide this functionality: I I I I



the user can upload a picture metadata can be attached to pictures pictures and attached metadata can be deleted a list of pictures, the picture and the metadata of a picture can be retrieved



Protocoles communications



Resources: the key abstraction in REST is the resource: I I



Picture Picture-Collection



Representations: each resource has an associated representation: I I



Picture: binary and XML Picture-Collection: XML



Addressing: the resources are addressable via an URI. Only resources can be addressed, not the representations, so we had to split the metadata from the picture itself. I I



Picture: /picture/ID Collection: /picture/index



Methods: HTTP methods: GET, PUT, POST and DELETE.



Protocoles communications PUT: used to upload a new picture to the server.



Figure : PUT requires authentication via HTTP AUTH. The PUT request returns the 201 Created response code and an URI of the created resource. [Request] PUT /picture HTTP/1.1 Authorization: Basic dGVzdDp0ZXN0MQ== Host: localhost:2000 Content-Length: 13077 {Response} HTTP/1.1 201 Created Connection: Keep-Alive Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2005 12:18:23 GMT Server: WEBrick/1.3.1 (Ruby/1.8.2/2004-12-25) Content-Length: 44 http://localhost:2000/picture/11091611039546



Protocoles communications GET: retrieve a representation of the specified resource. I I I I



does not require authentication. can be applied to /picture/index to get a list of available pictures. GET on /picture/ID with Accept: text/xml to get the picture-metadat. GET on /picture/ID with Accept: image/jpeg to get the binary representation.



[Request/response for the metadata] GET /picture/11091611039546 HTTP/1.1 Host: localhost:2000 Accept: text/xml HTTP/1.1 200 OK Connection: Keep-Alive Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2005 11:56:31 GMT Content-Type: text/xml Server: WEBrick/1.3.1 (Ruby/1.8.2/20 04-12-25) Content-Length: 576 



Protocoles communications



[Request/response for the binary representation] GET /picture/11089954788757 HTTP/1.1 Host: localhost:2000 Accept: image/jpeg HTTP/1.1 200 OK Connection: Keep-Alive Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2005 11:56:50 GMT Content-Type: image/jpeg Server: WEBrick/1.3.1 (Ruby/1.8.2/20 04-12-25) Content-Length: 19516 



Protocoles communications description for the different URI. Binary representation of the picture to be uploaded. ID of the referenced resource.  Defines the representation   Defines the representation  



Protocoles communications



ROS 6 , MQTT7 : I I



Développement de Middleware: offrir une modèle unifié qui cache l’hétérogénéité et assure la distribution des données par un modèle « publisher-subscriber». MQTT: service de messagerie TCP/IP simple. Sécurité au niveau transport en SSL/TLS, et au niveau authentification, par certificats SSL/TLS ou user/password8 .



Figure : Les messages sont envoyés par des publishers, sur un canal appelé Topic, et lus par les subscribers qui surveillent certains Topics. Un serveur (Broker) gère la liaison.
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Robotics OS Multi-Client Publish/Subscribe Messaging 8 http://mqtt.org/documentation 7



Protocoles communications Exemple9 : Mosquitto, open source implementation of an MQTT broker. sudo apt - get install mosquitto mosquitto - clients python - mosquitto



Lancer un client MQTT: mosquitto_sub en lui demandant d’écouter des Topics «SMBA38»: $mos quitto_sub -h test . mosquitto . org -t " SMBA38 /# " -v



Lancer plusieurs client: mosquitto_pub qui écrivent des valeurs sur le même topic: pi@r aspberrypi :~ $ mosquitto_pub -h test . mosquitto . org -t SMBA38 / temps / Ext -m 17 pi@r aspberrypi :~ $ mosquitto_pub -h test . mosquitto . org -t SMBA38 / temps / Ext -m 15 pi@r aspberrypi :~ $ mosquitto_pub -h test . mosquitto . org -t SMBA38 / temps / Int -m 21



Résultats: pi@r aspberrypi :~ $ mosquitto_sub -h test . mosquitto . org -t " SMBA38 /# " -v SMBA38 / temps / Ext 17 SMBA38 / temps / Ext 15 SMBA38 / temps / Int 21 $



Client windows: MQTT.fx
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http://www.framboise314.fr/linternet-des-objets-iot-sur-raspberry-pi-avec-mqtt



Protocoles communications



Californium CoAP framework: I



https://github.com/eclipse/californium



CoAP implementation for Arduino: I I



https://github.com/1248/microcoap https://github.com/dgiannakop/Arduino-CoAP



Cooja: Contiki network simulator I I



http://www.contiki-os.org/ https://github.com/contiki-os/contiki



Arduino µIPv6 Stack I



https://github.com/telecombretagne/Arduino-IPv6Stack/wiki



Merkur Breakout Board I I



http://osdwiki.open-entry.com/doku.php/en:projekte:merkur https://github.com/osdomotics/osd-hardware/tree/master/merkur-22m0



Mosquitto sur Raspberry.



Passerelle Objectifs: I I I



Assigner une adresse globale unique (IPv4/IPv6, ou URI) à chacun des noeuds des WSN. Router les requêtes/réponses. Gérer les différences d’implémentation d’autres couches: interface unique d’interrogation depuis internet



Passerelle doit garanitir trois aspects d’interopérabilité: 1. l’interopérabilité technique: concerne la connexion de systèmes informatiques, la définition d’interfaces ouvertes, de formats de données et de protocoles, y compris les télécommunications, 2. l’interopérabilité sémantique: garantit que le sens exact des informations échangées peut être compris par toute application qui n’a pas été conçue initialement dans ce but, 3. l’interopérabilité organisationnelle: traditionnellement, les organisations ont développé des structures hiérarchisées pour servir des communautés d’utilisateurs bien définies, ayant chacune leur propre façon de traiter l’information. Cette structure hiérarchisée a entraîné l’apparition de systèmes d’information fermés, verticaux, non modulables et souvent exclusifs qui reproduisent le circuit des versions papier antérieures et sont incapables d’échanger l’information au delà des structures internes, et encore moins au-delà des organisations.



mpigate: plateforme d’appartement intelligent, projet PAL d’Inria. MPIGate (http://mpigate.loria.fr/, http://infositu.loria.fr/, https://pal.inria.fr/. L’accès à des données hétérogènes est simplifié: I I



Pour des programmes via des API, Pour le Web via Internet.



Smart object



Figure : IoT: Internet of Things.



Smart object The ubiquitous community: the ambientROOM project at MIT Media Lab (1996) I I I I I



Tangible Bits: Towards Seamless Interfaces between People, Bits, and Atoms CHI 1997 Models and Mechanisms for Tangible User Interfaces Thesis 1997 The Design of Personal Ambient Displays Thesis 1999 Ambient Displays: Turning Architectural Space into an Interface between People and Digital Information CoBuild 1998 ambientROOM: Integrating Ambient Media with Architectural Space CHI 1998



SkyCall Quadcopter By MIT Senseable City Lab



Smart object



Telemetry and Machine-to-machine Communication. I I



Telemetry: remote measurment. Data are typically transported using mobile telephony systems. Machine-to-machine Communication: generalization of telemetry.



Smart objects are not only used for measurements and sensing, but also affect their environment by using actuators. Wireless sensor networks provide large-scale measurements of physical properties using large amounts of sensors that transport their data wirelessly to a base station. I I



Power consumption: long lifetime. Standard: WirelessHART (Highway Addressable Remote Transducer Protocol)



Smart object



Exemple: pacemakers include a device called a telemetry coil. This allows a doctor to monitor the pacemaker’s activity without surgery. Instead, the doctor uses a device that creates a low-power electromagnetic field near the patient. The telemetry coil reacts to the electrical field by modulating it creating a low-power communication mechanism with which information can be transferred from the patient’s heart to the doctor. Exemple: Telemetry and machine-to-machine communication are similar to smart objects because they are both used to perform large-scale measurements. With telemetry, these measurements can be performed from a remote site without direct physical access. Nevertheless, much of the remote access technology developed for telemetry systems can be used with and applied to smart object systems. Wireless sensor networks: wild fire tracking and animal observation to agriculture management and industrial monitoring.



IPv6



IETF10 : adaptation d’IPv6 au monde de l’embarqué. I I I I



6LoWPAN11 6LoWPAN: cette norme ouvre la voie à l’utilisation d’IPv6 par dessus un protocole de plus bas niveau tel que 802.15.4, elle ne règle pas tous les problèmes : la nouvelle norme a notamment dû sacrifier la compatibilité avec IPv6 pour rester suffisamment légère. les paquets 6LoWPAN ne sont pas directement routables sur Internet, une passerelle reste donc encore nécessaire pour interconnecter les deux mondes.



Problème: Interopérabilité entre réseaux 6LoWPAN/802.15.4 et Internet. Solutions existantes: I I I



Proxy IPv6 pour les WSN. Architecture REST. Exception: noeuds incapables d’offrir une pile 6LoWPAN par dessus 802.15.4. I I
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Norme ZigBee → asserelles spécifiques, Internet des Objets.



Internet Engineering Task Force IPv6 for Low-power Wireless PAN



IP Protocol Architecture



Why IP protocol suite? I I



Multicast, Quality of Service, traffic management, real-time services. Support a variety of services under different requirements (data tranfer and voice).



Why TCP/UDP? I I



IP layer provides a best-effort service. It was not easy to support this architecture independently due to the nature of the media used. For example, by running UDP/IP over X25, service would still be reliable (thus potentially involving network delays due to retransmission because X25 was not designed to support a variety of services).



Why internet protocols for smart object? I



I



Reliability of IP networks: The reliability of IP networks has reached an extremely impressive level due to a number of protection/ restoration techniques such as IP Fast Reroute, MPLS Traffic Engineering Fast Reroute, Fast Convergence of BGP → short restoration times and no packet loss in various failure cases. Supported hardware: the current Internet and private IP networks use a plethora of physical and link layers (e.g., SONET/SDH, Optical, ATM, Ethernet, Wireless links such as IEEE 802.11, Powerline communication, Frame Relay)



IP Protocol Architecture



Difficulties of network protocols: I I



variety of protocols may be used at different layers → good understanding of each layer’s respective capabilities to make the appropriate protocol choice. Cross-layer optimization: potential redundancy (network recovery, QoS). I



the IP over ATM over SONET/SDH, extremely inefficient and quickly replaced by MPLS.



Why internet protocols for smart object? I I I



Link layer dependency: the emergence of a number of new low-power implies the design of new architecture. Dependency between the various networking functions: new applications are developed on a daily basis without having to change the transport or IP layers. Interoperability: runs over link layers with very different characteristics.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : IP is interoperable across different platforms from low-power wireless nodes to high-power data coordination servers. IP provides interoperability between these devices without any special gateways.



IP Protocol Architecture



Interoperability of IP I



I I



I I I



low-power wireless node typically runs a low-power, low-data-rate radio link layer, whereas the high-power data coordination server runs over a wired, high-speed Ethernet network. Widespread adoption of IP in today’s networked ecosystem an IP-enabled device can interoperate with a large number of devices. The IP suite contains a set of protocols running on top of IP that include the transport protocols UDP and TCP; application layer protocols such HTTP, for web-style interaction and web service infrastructure. Thus a smart object that runs IP is able to interoperate with a large number of external systems. Low energy consumption, small physical size, and low cost are three of the node-level challenges of smart objects → severe memory constraints and software complexity. Several non-IP stacks were developed because the protocols were seen as too large. The emergence of lightweight implementations of the IP protocol family for smart objects such as the uIP stack.



IP: really as good as we say? I I I



clean-slate redesign that specifically targets the challenges that smart object networks pose? remember that we said the same thing about OSI model. Three challenges: low-power operation, large scale and resource constraints of smart object networks. Orientation → wireless network: ZigBee.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Small footprint. The memory footprint of uIP, lwIP, and two commercially available IPv6 stacks: the Arch Rock stack (ARv6), and the Sensinode NanoStack (NSv6). The footprint includes transport layer protocols UDP and TCP for uIP and lwIP.



IP Protocol Architecture



IPv4: 1982, IPv6: 1998 → cost and complexity of migration. With more than one billion devices using IPv4, the migration to a new version of the protocol is not entirely straightforward and usually requires a business driver. several technologies have been developed to postpone the migration of IPv4 to IPv6: I I



I I I



Network Address Translation (NAT), Multiprotocol Label Switching Virtual Private Network (MPLS VPN) also uses private addresses (non-routable over the global Internet) over a common infrastructure. In many cases the use of NAT is not an option and even in private networks composed of a large number of devices the use of IPv6 is the preferred option. Most of the devices connected to the grid will not be connected to the public Internet for security reasons. Some applications using IP addresses in their data stream may not work through NATs, thus requiring the deployment of an application layer gateway (ALG) coupled with NAT.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Evolution of the Internet: Internet in 1972.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Evolution of the Internet: Internet in 2007.



IP Protocol Architecture



IPv4: I I



32 bits → 4 294 967 296 @IP. The address space is not totally available.



Mitigation strategies: I I I



not allocating class B addresses, Classless inter-domain routing (CIDR), NAT.



IP addresses allocation: I I
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IANA12 allocates /8 address blocks to an RIR. RIR 13 allocates address blocks to LISP14 and ISP15



Internet Assigned Numbers Authority Regional Internet Registry 14 Local Internet Registries 15 Internet Service Provider 13



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Overall status of the IPv4 address pool. Several indicators have been specified to evaluate the address space fragmentation ratio and to determine the number of bits that would be required for IPv6 addresses.The point of exhaustion occurs when the RIR pools are exhausted but no address pool from IANA is available to replenish them. The best-fit predictive model suggests this may occur in March 2012.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : coexistence of intra- and inter-domain routing protocols.



Routing: Traditional IP networks are made of main-powered routers where their routing tables may be populated with more than hundreds of thousands of routes with intra- and inter-domain routes.



IP Protocol Architecture



Smart objects: LLN (Low-power and Lossy Networks), smart objects interconnected by fairly unstable low-speed links. Lossy links: in most IP routing protocols, one of the most critical components is the convergence time (time to find/compute an alternate path around a failed network component). As soon as the failure is detected, the traffic is rerouted along an alternate path to mitigate the failure impact on traffic. Adopting a similar approach in the presence of lossy links may lead to routing instabilities and various types of oscillations and routing loops, which unavoidably occur with distributed routing protocols during transient failure.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Autonomous smart object networks.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Internet of Things.



IP Protocol Architecture



Figure : Extended Internet: Smart Cities.



Connectivity Models



environmental data such as air quality, real-time transportation information, emergency assistance, risk of attacks → provided to citizens via the public Internet. proxy engines: application-level processing. If an application requires sending information to an actuator or receiving data from a sensor within the Low-power and Lossy Network (LLN), the IPv6 address is not converted along the data path. Furthermore, since IP is used end to end, the associated semantic is also preserved in support of Quality of Service (QoS), management, routing, security, and so forth. In other words, IP is truly used end to end.



Connectivity Models µController: unit control. Sensors/Actuators: interaction with the physical world. Power source: battery, piezoelectric, solar cells. Communication device: I I I



Radio transceiver with an antenna or a wired connection. The most power-consuming component. Idle listening is as expensive as sending data.



Connectivity Models



Figure : Cossbow MicaZ: radio-communication.



Connectivity Models



Connectivity Models



Systems are very different from general purpose operating systems used on PCs and mobile phones. I



I I



The severe resource constraints regarding memory and processing power make a large-scale operating system such as Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux impossible to use. Even scaled-down versions such as Microsoft Windows Mobile or the Linux-based Google Android are too large. The processing speed constraints require the use of low-level programming languages, such as the C programming language.



OS: I



I I



Contiki: open source. Libraries for memory allocation and linked list manipulation as well as communication abstractions and low-power radio networking mechanisms. Provided IP communication with the uIP TCP/IP stack, uIPv6. TinyOS : open source. IPv6 implementation. FreeRTOS: open source. TCP/IP support through both the uIP and the lwIP stacks.



Connectivity Models



Radio transmission: 802.15.4 and 802.11. IEEE 802.15.4: I I I I I I



IEEE 802.15: WPAN. Two layers: physical and MAC. low-power (max output power 1 mW), low-data-rate (max 250 kbps). short-range (few tens meters). Need a routing. WirelessHART, ISA100a, IPv6, and ZigBee. Topology: star, mesh and cluster tree.



Connectivity Models



Connectivity Models



Figure : Each PAN has a PAN coordinator (FFD: fully functional devices) and a set of PAN members (RFD: reduced function devices).



Connectivity Models



most of the protocols that operate on top of 802.15.4 build their own network topologies on top of the 802.15.4 MAC layer. Every PAN is identified by a PAN identifier. The maximum packet size in 802.15.4 is 127 bytes. Each node has a 64-bit address that uniquely identifies the device. 802.15.4 allows nodes to use short addresses that are 16 bits long assigned by the PAN coordinator and are valid only within the context of a PAN. Long addresses are globally unique and each 802.15.4 device is assigned an address when manufactured. Each manufacturer requests a 24-bit, unique organizational unique identifier (OUI) from the IEEE.



Connectivity Models



Figure : IEEE 802.15.4 defines 26 physical radio channels



Connectivity Models



USA: 902-928 MHz. Europe: 868-868.8 MHz. Rest 2.4-2.483 Ghz. IEEE 802.15.4 defines 26 different operational channels. I I I I I



I



Within each frequency band, there are several channels defined. Channel 0 is defined only in Europe. Channels 1 to 10 are defined only in the United States. Channels 11 to 26 are defined on the 2.4 GHz band for everywhere. Two types of radio modulation depending on the channel frequency: Channels 0 to 10 use binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), whereas channels 11 to 26 use quadrature phaseshift keying (QPSK). On all channels, IEEE 802.15.4 uses direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) modulation.



The IEEE 802.15.4 radio channels in the 2.4 GHz band share their radio frequency with 802.11.



Connectivity Models



Figure : IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer and MAC layer header formats. Preamble: to synchronize the sender and the receiver. SFD: start of frame delimiter.



Connectivity Models



Frame control: flags that tell the receiver how to interpret the rest of the header as well as flags to indicate whether or not the frame should be acknowledged. sequence number is used to associate acknowledgments with the data packet they acknowledge. The acknowledgment carries the same sequence number as the data packet. Addressing fields: contain the address of the sender and of the receiver as well as identifiers of the sending and receiving PAN. Security header: cryptographic, integrity. FCS: frame check sequence.



Connectivity Models



The power consumption of IEEE 802.15.4 is determined by the current draw of the electrical circuits that implement the physical communication layer, and by the amount of time during which the radio is turned on. there are several ways a radio can be switched off while maintaining com- munication abilities. the idle power consumption is signifi cantly lower than both the listen and the transmit power consumption. In the idle mode, however, the transceiver is not able to receive any data. The power consumption in the transmit modes is lower than the power consumption in listen mode. The power consumption of the transmit mode depends on the output power, which is confi gurable via software on a per-packet basis.



Connectivity Models



Figure : power consumption of the CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 radio transceiver.



IEEE 802.11



The first version of the standard, which was released in 1997, has a maximum transmission rate of 1 Mbit/s. The latest version of the standard, 802.11g, has a maximum transmission rate of 54 Mbits/s. Compared to 802.15.4 transceivers, 802.11 transceivers typically have an order of magnitude higher power consumption. Therefore not deemed useful for smart objects. Recently, however, a new generation of low-power 802.11 transceivers has emerged. They are optimized for systems that, like smart objects, spend most of their time in sleep mode. By providing signifi cantly lower power consumption in sleep mode, these transceivers extend the life of standard AA cell batteries.



IEEE 802.11



Figure : A network topology of 802.11 in access point mode. Each 802.11 transceiver is associated with an access point. A network may be served by more than one access point. The access points typically have wired network access. The network has two access points connected to a wired backbone network. The access point is connected to mains power. Every 802.11 transceiver is associated with one of the access points. Communication between nodes goes through the access points or directly over the radio medium. If nodes are in range of each other, they directly communicate with each other; otherwise, they communicate by sending their packets to the access point to which they are associated. Communication with outside networks always goes through the access point.



IEEE 802.11 IEEE 802.11 supports two modes of network topology: infrastructure and ad hoc (IBSS) mode. In infrastructure mode, all 802.11 transceivers are in the direct range of an access point that handles all nodes within its range. In ad hoc mode, 802.11 transceivers can communicate directly with each other, without the need for an access point in range. Although most 802.11 transceivers support the ad hoc mode, infrastructure mode is mostly used. In an infrastructure mode network, the nodes must associate themselves with the access point. A set of nodes and their access point are called a basic service set (BSS). If more than one access point is involved, the set of nodes and access points are called an extended service set (ESS). A service set has a service set identifier (SSID) associated with it. The SSID is typically a human-readable textual string. The string is typically called the network name or the network ID. a network, a node fi rst probes for available SSIDs. The scan can be either active or passive. With an active scan, the node broadcasts a probe request packet. The probe request can contain an SSID, in case the node wants to join a particular network, or it can contain a blank SSID, in case the node wants to probe any available network. The access points reply to the node with a probe response packet. It contains the configuration parameters for the network, such as what channels the network uses. When a node has found a suitable network with which to associate, the node first must authenticate itself to the network. If the authentication request is accepted by the access point, the node sends an association request frame to it. The access point replies with an association reply frame, and the node is associated with the network.



IEEE 802.11



Figure : IEEE 802.11 operates on 14 different channels in the 2.4 GHz band. Channels 1, 6, and 11 do not overlap. Channels 12, 13, and 14 are not available in every country due to radio frequency licensing restrictions.



IEEE 802.11



The original 802.11 specifi cation, fi rst published in 1997, provided two ver- sions of the radio layer: one for frequency hopping and one for DSSS. Later, other physical layers emerged such as 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g, which use more elaborate modulation mechanisms and achieve higher speeds. The purpose of the 802.11 MAC layer is to control access to the radio medium to ensure that transmis- sions from different nodes do not interfere with each other. The 802.11 MAC layer is based on a carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme. Before sending a packet, each node listens for transmissions from other nodes. If a transmission from another node is heard, the node defers its own transmission for a random period to allow the transmitting node to complete its transmission. The 802.11 MAC layer uses positive acknowledgments: a node that receives a packet from another node must reply with the trans- mission of an acknowledgment packet. The purpose of the acknowl- edgment packet is to let the sending node know that the packet was received. If the sending node does not receive the acknowledgment packet, the data packet is perceived to be lost. Even if the data packet was successfully received, but the acknowledgment packet was lost, the data packet is deemed lost.



IEEE 802.11



Figure : IEEE 802.11 operates on 14 different channels in the 2.4 GHz band. Channels 1, 6, and 11 do not overlap. Channels 12, 13, and 14 are not available in every country due to radio frequency licensing restrictions.



IEEE 802.11



In wireless communication, the so-called hidden node problem occurs when a node is in range of two other nodes, but the two other nodes are not in range of each other. Because of this, these nodes may unknowingly interfere with communication of the fi rst node. To avoid the hidden node problem, the 802.11 MAC layer offers a request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) mechanism. When a node is about to send a packet, it broadcasts a request to send (RTS) mes- sage. The RTS message contains the address of the node to which the data packet is to be sent. When the receiving node hears this mes- sage, it replies with a clear to send (CTS) message, if it currently is possible for the node to send its packet. If the node knows that another transmission is about to take place, the node does not send its CTS message. The sending node sends its data packet only after hearing a CTS message. The RTS message serves a dual purpose. First, it is used as a request to the receiver to check if the medium is clear to use. Second, it tells all nearby nodes that a message transmission is about to take place, and they should not try to send any packet before this trans- mission has ended.



IEEE 802.11



Figure : The RTS/CTS mechanism of the 802.11 MAC layer. To send a packet, a node fi rst sends an RTS packet. If the access point grants the request, it sends a CTS packet and the node can send its packet.



IEEE 802.11



Low-power WiFi The widespread adoption and the low cost of 802.11 equipment and modules make 802.11 a compelling choice for smart objects. Until recently, however, the power consumption of 802.11 components has been prohibitive. Because 802.11 was designed for laptops and general purpose PCs, where the power budget is less restrictive than for a smart object, existing 802.11 modules have required too much power to be usable in battery-powered smart objects. Recently , however, a number of low-power 802.11 circuits have emerged that enable battery-operated 802.11 devices. The low-power consumption of these devices adds several years of operation to traditional AA cell batteries. Low -power 802.11 devices not only improve the power consumption of data transmission and reception, but more important, they signifi cantly improve the power consumption of the 802.11 device in sleep mode. Since smart objects spend most of their time in sleep mode, even a small improvement to the sleep mode power consumption means a longer battery life. In addition to reducing the power consumption of existing modes of the 802.11 module, low- power 802.11 modules also add a low-power mode that is not available in existing 802.11 modules. This mode allows the device to switch most of its parts off, but still be able to quickly resume opera- tion when needed.



IEEE 802.11



Figure : The difference between the sleep mode and the standby mode is how fast the transceiver is able to wake up. In standby mode, most of the transceiver is switched off. The only circuitry that is switched on is the wake-up module and the rest of the transceiver is switched off, consuming no power



PLC



For smart objects, PLC is an attractive communication technology because of the widespread availability of power lines. Moreover, because smart objects need power to function, PLC has the potential to provide the smart objects with power and communication. A home automa- tion system can use the network to switch house lights on and off and to send a message to the home owner if the stove is turned on for an unusual amount of time. The TV can use the network to down- load movies from the computer. With PLC, data are transported across the 50 or 60 Hz electrical distribution network. Because the electrical distribution network was not designed to carry high-frequency data signals, the electrical equipment may add signifi cant amounts of noise to any data signals transported across the network. Thus PLC transceivers and protocols must be able to manage data loss.



PLC PLC has been used for automated meter reading of power meters in homes. PLC can also be used to control street lights and other large-scale electrical networks. PLC for short-range communication is designed only to communicate within one electrical domain such as a home or an offi ce building, because the modu- lated data signal cannot traverse the electrical voltage transformers outside the electrical domain. There are several specifi cations and standards for PLC, both for broadband connectivity and for smart object applications. Homeplug [234] is a specifi cation for PLC specifi cally targeted to home environments. It provides a 15 Mbits/s data rate. The resulting transmission rate is similar to that of 10 Mbits/s 802.11. Most PLC standards use combinations of error-robust modulation, strong error-detection mechanisms, and automatic packet loss detection and retransmission schemes. Such collision detection builds on the fact that Ethernet transceivers are able to listen to incoming signals while transmitting their own signal. PLC transceivers are similar to wireless radio transceivers in that they cannot listen for incom- ing signals while transmitting their own signals. Therefore, PLC uses CSMA/CA, which is similar to IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11. The RPL MAC layer also provides automatic repeat request (ARQ) mechanisms. Modern PLC chipsets have a power consumption on the same order of magnitude as wireless low- power radios. For example, the Watteco WPC PLC modem chip has an average power consumption of less than 10 mW, which is similar to 802.15.4 transceivers and lower than low-power 802.11 transceivers.



Network stacks Some open-source solutions: lwIP: lightweight IP stack; I I I



full-scale TCP/IP implementation. designed to be run in a multithreaded system with applications executing in concurrent threads. ICMP, DHCP, ARP, UDP.



OpenTCP: I I



8- and 16-bit µC, ICMP, DHCP, BOOTP, ARP, UDP, TFTP, POP3, SMTP, HTTP.



TinyTCP: I I I



modular: different protocols can be compiled in/out based on configuration. BSD-compatible socket library ARP, ICMP, UDP, DHCP, BOOTP, IGMP.



uC/IP mew-kip: I I



for µC, BSD based, to be used with the µC RTOS. ICMP and PPP.



uIP: micro IP I I I



incorporate only the absolute minimal set of components necessary for a full TCP/IP stack. support for only a single network interface. SMTP, HTTP, DNS.



uIP: micro IP Stack An open source TCP/IP stack for 8 and 16-bit µC: I I I



resource-constrained embedded devices. 2001: first version of uIP, BSD License. 2008: uIPv6, Cisco and Atmel.



uIP uses a single global buffer: I I



a configurable size based on the maximum packet length supported, for incoming and outgoing packets: an application must process the incoming packet before the next packet arrives, or copies the data into its own buffer for processing later.



socket interface: I I



BSD socket API. uIP uses events: data arriving on a connection causes an event to be sent to the application for processing.



Perl script: I



converting web pages into static memory arrays. This eliminates the need for any type of filesystem when using the web server.



RAM usage: I I



dependent on various configurable components within uIP. components are set up in the uIP options: number of TCP connections, memory allocated for the receive/transmit buffer.



Serial protocols: SLIP or PPP (ARP support is to be removed). TCP/IP header compression.



uIP: micro IP Stack



Figure : The IP stack takes care of the communication. Applications can either use the IP stack through the operating system (left) or directly interface with the IP stack (right). The IP stack sends and receives packets from the communication device driver.



uIP has very low memory requirements. In its default configuration, it requires only about one kilobyte of RAM and a few kilobytes of ROM. This includes the IP, ICMP, UDP, and TCP protocols. TinyOS uses uIP for IPv4 communication, but recently has included a stand-alone implementation for IPv6.



uIP: micro IP Stack



Smart object: strict memory → buffer management used to ensure that the protocol stack is able to function even when memory is scarce. I I



Traditional IP: buffers are allocated and deallocated quickly. Smart objects: low data rates. The buffer management does not need to be optimized but the must work efficiently with small amounts of memory.



uIP: single memory buffer. I



avoid overwrit: uIP does not allow the communication device driver to write directly into the buffer, except when uIP explicitly asks it to do so. If a packet arrives when uIP is processing data in the buffer, the packet is queued either in the hardware of the communication device or by the communication device driver.



uIP: micro IP Stack



Figure : µIP stack.



uIP: micro IP Stack



Exemple: uIP Stack16 on a DSP TMS320C5509. I



Build a prototype wireless radio sensor.



New architecture-specific directory can be created. uIP directory structure: I I I I I I I I I I I I



uip-0.9 - main directory for uIP stack version 0.9 apps - application modules httpd - web server module fs - web server file system files resolv - DNS resolution module smtp - SMTP e-mail module telnet - Telnet client module telnetd - Telnet server module webclient - HTTP client module doc - uIP documentation uip - main uIP stack source files unix - architecture specific files



No Ethernet port: I



Host configuration to use SLIP over the serial port.



Other challenges: I



16



char, short, int type is 16-bit on the C5509 processor.



https://github.com/adamdunkels/uip



uIP: micro IP Stack



typedef struct { /* IP header . */ u8_t vhl , tos , len [2] , ipid [2] , ipoffset [2] , ttl , proto ; u16_t ipchksum ; u16_t srcipaddr [2] , destipaddr [2]; /* TCP header . */ u16_t srcport , destport ; u8_t seqno [4] , ackno [4] , tcpoffset , flags , wnd [2]; u16_t tcpchksum ; u8_t urgp [2]; u8_t optdata [4]; } uip_tcpip_hdr ;



typedef struct { /* IP header . */ u8_t vhl , tos , len [2] , ipid [2] , ipoffset [2] , ttl , proto ; u16_t ipchksum [2]; u16_t srcipaddr [4] , destipaddr [4]; /* TCP header . */ u16_t srcport [2] , destport [2]; u8_t seqno [4] , ackno [4] , tcpoffset , flags , wnd [2]; u16_t tcpchksum [2]; u8_t urgp [2]; u8_t optdata [4]; } uip_tcpip_hdr ;



/* Swap port numbers . */ tmp16 = BUF - > srcport ; BUF - > srcport = BUF - > destport ; BUF - > destport = tmp16 ; tmp16 = (( BUF - > srcport [1] srcport [0]); BUF - > srcport [0] = BUF - > destport [0]; BUF - > srcport [1] = BUF - > destport [1]; BUF - > destport [0] = ( tmp16 & 0 x00FF ); BUF - > destport [1] = (( tmp16 >> 8) & 0 x00FF );



Attention à uip_arch.c: TCP/IP checksum routines.



uIP: micro IP Stack // Initialize and start the uIP timer at 1 ms . timer_init (); // Initialize the serial port serial_init (); // related initialization . slipdev_init (); // SLIP drivers uip_init (); // uIP stack httpd_init (); // HTTP web server while (1) { // checks if the serial driver has received a packet uip_len = slipdev_poll (); if ( uip_len == 0) { // Call the periodic function once per second and loop through all // connections . if ( ulTimer0Count >= 1000) { ulTimer0Count = 0; for ( uiConn = 0; uiConn < UIP_CONNS ; uiConn ++) { uip_periodic ( uiConn ); // If the periodic function resulted in data that needs to // be sent out , length is set to a value greater than zero . if ( uip_len > 0) slipdev_send (); } } } else { // Process the incoming data . uip_input (); // If the input function resulted in data that needs to // to be sent out , the length is set to a value greater than zero . if ( uip_len > 0) slipdev_send (); } }



uIP: micro IP Stack



periodic function use Perl script that generates C code from HTML files (httpd\fs directory) uipopt.h : customize uIP stack parameters, such as the number of simultaneous network connections and packet buffer size.



uIP: micro IP Stack



Figure : TCP/IP stack and IP Smart Object stack.



uIP: micro IP Stack



Internet of Things Protocols & Standards: http://postscapes.com/internet-of-things-protocols



IPv6



IPv617 128 -bit addresses allow 3.4 × 1038 addresses, in other words, 4.8 × 1023 addresses per person. IPv6 addresses are assigned to interfaces rather than nodes. IPv6 classes: I I I



Unicast: a single network interface is identified by a unicast address. Anycast: an address assigned to more than one interface. Multicast: identifies multiple nodes together.



Figure : Unicast, Anycast and Multicast



Exemple: I I



2001:1418:100:823c:201:0000:0000:4b4 → 2001:1418:100:823c:201:0:0:4b4 → 2001:1418:100:823c:201::4b4 2001:1337:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000/32 → 2001:1337:0:0:0:0:0:0/32 → 2001:1337::/32



Loopback-::1/128. Multicast-FF00::/8 17



RFC 4291



IPv6



Figure : Requirements: exploit existing IPv4 infrastructure - heterogeneous nodes.



IPv6



Figure : The IPv4/IPv6 header.



IPv6 IPv6 header: I



with no option: 40 bytes (IPv4: 20-byte).



Class: I



Traffic class: used by source hosts and forwarding routers to specify certain classes and priorities. Provide some QOS capabilities.



Flow label: I



specify the type of QOS. Datagrams that share the same flow must be sent with the same source address, destination address, and flow label, and datagrams that do not belong to any fl ow have a flow label value of 0. A label may be used by a source node to refer to a sequence of packets identifying a flow that requires specific handling of the packet by routers along the path to its destination. The flow label should be randomly generated to help with hash key function implementation on the intervening router. It is expected that the source node does not use the same flow label value for two different fl ows at any time. Note that the use of this field is still mostly experimental.



Payload length: I



the size of the rest of the datagram, including the extension headers.



Next header: I



describes the header type following this header. 0: Hop-by-hop options, 1: ICMP, 6: TCP, 17: UDP, 44: fragment, 59: No next header.



hop limit: I



the maximum number of hops that this datagram should go through. decremented each time the packet is forwarded by a node. When the hop limit field is equal to 0, the packet is discarded.



extension headers: I



a set of additional options: Hop-by-hop options header, Routing header, Fragment header, Authentication header.



http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-parameters/ipv6-parameters.xhtml



IPv4& IPv6 interoperability Tunneling: I



IPv6 datagrams are wrapped inside IPv4, enabling them to be transmitted through IPv4 networks and gateways. Theencapsulating source node (orentry node) prepares an IPv4 header and encapsulates the IPv6 datagram with it before transmitting it through a tunnel.



Dual Stacking: I



DSTM applies existing protocols and does not define its own protocol.



NAT: protocol translation.



Figure : Tunneling and Dual Stacking.



IPv6



Figure : IPv6 Fixed Header



Example 1: next header = 6 → TCP header. Example 2: 3 extended headers following the fixed IPv6. The IPv6 next header = 43 → extended header is a routing header is composed of a next header field with a value of 51 that indicates the presence of an authentication header. The transport header is specified by the value of 6 (TCP) in the next header field of the authentication header. This provides a very flexible architecture, adding header only when needed.



6LoWPAN18



allow IPv6 packet transmission over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks. RFC 4919 describes an overview, assumptions, problem statement, and goals, while RFC 6282 defines the standard itself. the 6LoWPAN specification defines not only the frame format for the transmission of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4, but also some methods to compress and decompress IPv6 packets. IPv6, requires the MTU to be at least 1280 Bytes. IEEE 802.15.4 standard packet size is 127 octets. I I



18



Header Compression: usage of common values. Fragmentation: IPv6 packets are fragmented into multiple link-level.



Low-power Wireless Personal Area Networks



6LoWPAN22



LLN Network19 : I I I I I I I I I



Small packet size (IEEE 802.15.4 MTU20 is 127 bytes), 16-bit short or IEEE 64-bit extended MAC21 addresses. Low data rates; the IEEE 802.15.4 specification allows various data rates from 20Kbits/s (868 MHz) to 250Kbits/s (2.45 GHz). Support of star and mesh topologies Constrained devices: power, memory, and CPU. Most of the time these devices are low cost. scalable technologies: large amount of node. ad hoc networks since their location is usually not predetermined. links, which are usually unreliable It is very common for nodes to be in sleep mode for long periods of time. Depending on the device, it can be in various sleep mode states that have a different impact on the energy consumption while in sleep mode and the speed at which the node can wake up



IPv6 protocol extensions for LoWPAN such as fragmentation and reassembly, header compression, neighbor discovery adaptation.



19



Low-power and Lossy Network maximum transmission unit 21 media access control 22 Low-power Wireless Personal Area Networks 20



6LoWPAN The IEEE 802.15.4 frame MTU is 127 bytes minus a set of protocol fields: I I I I



Maximum MAC frame overhead: Frame control + sequence number + addressing field + FCS + 25 bytes. MAC security header In the worst case: 127 bytes- 25- 21= 81 for the data payload. removing the IPv6 header (40 bytes) → 41 bytes left. deduct the transport layer protocol header (UDP: 8 bytes, TCP: 20 bytes) → very short payload for the application layer.



Figure : IEEE 802.15.4 Header



Adaptation Layer: I



I



IPv6 mandates supporting links with an MTU of 1280 bytes → it was necessary for IEEE 802.15.4 links to specify an adaptation layer below IP for handling packet fragmentation and reassembly. Various header compression techniques have been added to the adaptation layer.



The 6LoWPAN adaptation layer provides three main services: I I



Packet fragmentation and reassembly Header compression



6LoWPAN



Figure : 6LoWPAN encapsulation header stack.



6LoWPAN



Figure : Examples of various 6LoWPAN header stacks. There are four encapsulation headers defined: Mesh Addressing Header, Broadcast Header, Fragmentation Header and Dispatch Header. The last one is required.



6LoWPAN



6LoWPAN key concept: I



the use of stateless or shared-context compression to elide (omit) adaptation.



IP header compression techniques are state-full and generally focus on optimizing individual flows over a highly constrained link. Flow-based compression techniques are poorly suited for LoWPANs. Traffic in many LoWPAN applications is driven by infrequent readings or notifications, rather than longlived flows. one of the first interesting compression applied by 6LoWPAN to IPv6 packets: 6LoWPAN also provides support for stateless address autoconfiguration23 , which means that a host can generate its own addresses using a combination of locally available information and information advertised by routers, without making stateful binding with routers.



23



RFC 486



6LoWPAN



IPv6 Header compression HC124 : I



a stateless compression scheme optimized for link-local IPv6 communication. HC1 is identified by an encoding byte following the Compressed IPv6 dispatch header.



6LoWPAN compresses the Next Header field to two bits whenever the packet uses UDP, TCP, or ICMPv6. it compresses the 64-bit network prefix for both source and destination addresses to a single bit each when they carry the well-known link-local prefix. It can derive Payload Length from the 802.15.4 frame or 6LoWPAN fragmentation header. Version; HC1 is followed by HC2: reduce the overhead of UDP headers. Fully compressed, the HC1 encoding reduces the IPv6 header to three bytes.
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RFC 4944
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